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Qualities of a Preceptor

What is a Preceptor?
• Preceptors are a necessary component of nurse
practitioner education
• One on One Relationship
• Embedded in formal educational programs
• Evolve over time
• Facilitate practice experiences

Qualities of a Good
Preceptor
u

Still enjoys nursing

u

Proficient nursing expert

u

Has a positive attitude

u

Enjoys working with students

u

Has good communication skills

u

Regard as a role model

u

Manages conflict well

u

Is an advocate for patients, families, and students

Why Precept?
•
•
•
•

Promotes and protects professional roles
Service to our profession
Maintains integrity of the profession
Assures future contributions to health care

Barriers to Precepting
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cost in preceptor time and energy
Fear of decreased productivity
Limited office space
Difficulty with EMR charting systems
Lack of compensation
Facility does not allow preceptor relationships

How to Engage with Nurse
Practitioner Students

Where to Begin ?
u Ask to see their resume
u Interview the student
u Review the objectives of course with the student
u Be sure the objectives match the students needs &

your clinical site before you agree to take on the
student
u Don’t feel obligated to take multiple students at
once
u Choose the student that best fits your clinical site

Consider Student
Learning Needs
• It is important to select patients who are appropriate
to the students learning needs.
• Discuss with the student what the goals for their
time at your clinic
• Type of patients: Chronic, Acute, Pediatrics, Women’s
health, etc
• What systems or assessments do they need to focus
on?
• What skills do they need to observe or work on
during their clinical time?

Student Expectations
• Expectations need to be set early with the student:
• What time will clinic start & what time will the student
need to be ready to see patients
• General Rule:
• First year 1-2 patients/hour
• Second year 3-4 patients per hour for short acute visits
• Second year 1-2 patients per hour for complex chronic
visits
• Consider developing a student handbook for your clinic

Preparing Your
Student
u

Inform staff that new student will becoming to the clinic
u Inform student to proper workplace attire
u Background check if needed
u Parking information
u Obtain badge and security
u Orient student to the clinical setting
u Provide safety and security information

Creating a Teaching
Environment
u

Creating a positive teaching environment
u Start with establishing with the program what your

expectations are for the student
u Discuss with the program:
u The make up of your practice
u

Patient types

u

Learning experiences you may have for the student

u

Different types of procedures

u

Language barriers

Teaching
• Demonstrate competency
• Always demonstrate and do a complete visit with a student
before they start seeing patients. They need to observe you
at least once.
• One time might be plenty for a second-year student
• Multiple times maybe necessary for a first-year student
• Next time have the student complete the physical exam while
you are doing the history
• Have the student go in alone to do the H&P and physical.
• Then have the student present to you
• Give time for the student to process the information
• This process maybe time consuming

Teaching Methods

Informal Teaching Methods

Formal Teaching Methods

Thinking aloud for problem solving

SNAPPS

Direct questioning

One Minute Preceptor

Reflection

The Aunt Minnie Method

The SNAPPS Model

S- SUMMARIZE
BRIEFLY THE
HISTORY &
FINDINGS

N-NARROW
DOWN THE
DIFFERENTIAL TO
2 OR 3 RELEVANT
POSSIBILITIES

A- ANALYZE THE
DIFFERENTIAL BY
COMPARING &
CONTRASTING
THE POSSIBILITIES

S-SELECT A CASE
RELATED
PROBLEM FOR
SELF DIRECTED
LEARNING

P- PROBE THE
CLINICAL
TEACHER BY
ASKING
QUESTIONS
ABOUT
UNCERTAINTIES,
DIFFICULTIES, OR
ALTERNATIVE
APPROACHES;

P- PLAN
MANAGEMENT
FOR THE
PATIENT’S
MEDICAL
PROBLEMS

SNAPPS
continued…
SNAPPS is appropriate for experienced leaners
u It encourages the learner to do most of the work
u

u

Pushes students to think and explore what they
don’t understand.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rywuzkm8nmY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BPNOdPKUFDE
(Irby & Wilkerson, 2008)

The One Minute
Preceptor
Identify needs of the individual, learner, teacher & gives feeding
back:
u 5 Micro Steps to Learning
u Get a commitment about what the learner thinks is
going on with the patient
u Probe for underlying reasoning or alternative

explanations
u Teach a general principle
u Provide positive feedback about what the learner did
right
u Correct any errors by making suggestions for
improvement

Giving Feedback

Feedback is important to the role of
preceptor, and for the student:
Important to make sure their goals are being meet?
Time isn’t being wasted
•Which can save time later with frustration

Preceptors who have concerns regarding a
student should contact the program
immediately

Evaluations
• Evaluations should be done in private
• Provide feedback in a clear and positive manner
• Be honest in your discussion with student and
faculty. Preceptor feedback is critical to the success
of the student
• The ultimate goal is to prepare the NP student to
provide quality care as an advanced practice nurse

Expanding the Student
Role
• As the student becomes more comfortable think of ways to
expand their role:
– Have the student see the patient in follow up visits
– Review labs
– Make patient phone calls
– Complete chart reviews
– Have the student complete the education component of
the visit while you move on to the next patient

Challenging Students
• Clearly outline your expectations
• Communication Sandwich- Start positive, provide
constructive criticism, End positive
• Encourage preparation- give an end-of-day assignment and
follow-up on the next clinical day
• Red Flags- address immediately

Communication with Faculty
• The faculty are responsible for grading the
student
• The preceptor is essential in the clinical
evaluation
• Have the faculty’s contact information- email,
cell, office phone
• Communicate at the first sign of an issue
• Communicate about the positives

FERPA
• Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (1974)
• Protects the privacy of a student’s educational record
• Non- FERPA student information: student's name, address,
telephone number, date and place of birth, honors and awards,
and dates of attendance.
• Everything about a student’s academic /clinical performance is
private and can only be shared between the preceptor, student
and faculty.
Only share feedback about the student’s performance and evaluation with the
student and the student’s faculty.

Time Management

Productivity
u

Scheduling Template
u Book urgent care visits & complex visits simultaneously
u The preceptor can conduct one or more of the
brief visits while the student sees a more complex
patient.
u Block 15 minutes of your schedule in AM & PM
u To allow teaching & review
u Double book your first appointment & block last
appointment
u The student to start seeing patients the same
time as the preceptor
u Allow time to catch up at the end of the day
((Biagioli, & Chappelle, 2010)

Integrating into
Patient Care
• Many patients are attached to their providers
• Patients can be reluctant to allow a student to provide
care
• Patients will sometime even refuse a student
• It is important for staff to support the student and their
learning needs.
• Staff member rooming the patient ask whether it is OK
if a student conducts the visit.
• Use positive phrasing like, “Your provider is teaching a
student. Is it OK if the student sees you first?”

When the Clinic is
Quiet
Have everybody involved with the student’s
learning
• Ask nurses and medical assistants to:
– Demonstrate EKG’s
– Blood draws
– Help with vital signs and rooming patients

• If you have a pharmacy on site

– Can the student follow the pharmacist for a while?

• Inform other providers that you have a student

– If they have a procedure or an interesting case they
can share with the student

Let’s Practice
Preceptor Case Scenarios
Q&A

}

A colleague is considering precepting a NP student. They are
aware that you precept NP students so they ask you to tell
them about the qualities of a good preceptor. You reply that a
good preceptor:
◦ Is a skilled clinician
◦ Enjoys their job
◦ Has good communication skills
◦ Has good conflict resolution skills
◦ Is held in high regard by colleagues
◦ Enjoys working with students

A FNP student sends an email asking if you would be willing to
precept them for 100 hours. What types of information would
be important for your decision-making process? What specific
experience is the student expected to have? Consider options
such as:
 Medically underserved
 Patient encounters modeling the APRN role
 All direct, hands on care
 Pediatric, adult, geriatric

When determining if you should accept a student into your
practice what is critical to consider?
What timeframe is required Does the student have the entire 15-week semester to
gain the hours?
 Does the student need to complete the hours within
the next month?
 Does your institution allow APRNs to work with
students?
Will you have the time to give?

You have never precepted an APRN student before and are
curious about student expectations. What types of expectations
should be addressed with the student once you agree to
precept her/him?
1. Clinic hour requirements, i.e. the first patient is seen at
8:00am every day and the last patient is scheduled at 4:30pm
every day
2. Clinic dress code
3. Clinic flow—do you want the student to gather the HPI and
PE information then present to you or do you want to see the
patient together for the entire visit
4. How should the student interact with clinic staff members

You work as an APRN in a busy clinic. Many of your patients
have been with you for years and are very reluctant to allow
students to participate in their care. What suggestions are
available to help patients understand the benefits of allowing
students to engage with them?
1. Students are eager to learn and have the ability to spend
extra time with patients
2. Students learn to be excellent clinicians by gaining handson experience
3. APRN students are already Registered Nurses and many
have years of patient care experience

You have decided to precept a NP student but you are not
sure if the student is allowed to document in your EMR.
What do you consider?
1. Student documentation processes differ between
institutions. Some facilities have a ‘student’ mode built into
their system that allows students to directly document in the
patient record as long as the preceptor ‘signs off’ their note.
Other facilities do not allow students to document any
information in patient records.

2. Many preceptors require their students to document
their encounters in a SOAP format either on paper or in a
Word document format. This allows the student to
practice with documentation and allows the preceptor a
manner in which they can provide feedback on
documentation.

You have agreed to precept a student but would like some
general guidelines about providing feedback to the student.
1. Start by addressing the student’s specific daily objectives.
For example, one of their daily objectives was to auscultate
for cardiac murmurs. Ask them to explain why they chose this
as a specific objective. If they were able to identify a murmur
have them tell you about their critical thinking process to
identify the source of the murmur
2. Ask them about their learning style. Does their style seem
to fit with the experiences they are getting?

3. At the end of the day ask them if their learning
needs/objectives are being met.
4. Provide them with opportunities to explain the
pathophysiology of a specific disease process i.e. diabetes
5. Provide constructive criticism in ‘real time’

A colleague who is precepting an APRN student for the first time
asks you what their role is in student evaluation. How should
you respond?
1.Preceptors provide student feedback. It is the faculty
member’s role to provide student evaluation.
2. Preceptors provide both formative and summative
feedback information:

• Formative feedback is informal and provides the
student with information that guides them toward
improvement
• Summative feedback is a formal assessment of
learning objectives
• If there are concerns with student performance
contact the faculty member immediately

Our Profession Thanks You for Your
Service!
Add something fluffy

